
HEALER’S PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

All is Well Empowerment 

The All is Well Activation is given to us from the Divine so that we can transcend all things 

worldly and reach the total consciousness of our Divine Self, the Self that guides us in the 

energy of peace to live each moment knowing it is perfect just as it is. The activation will 

enable us to recognize the beauty and power of our own consciousness so that we reach 

truth and become our true Divine Self. The spirit that resides within us will be opened. We 

will be brought to a place of surrender where we know all is truly well. During the Activation 

peace will wash over us opening our hearts and releasing us to our truth so that we live life 

with greater ease, joy and contentment in peaceful constancy. 

The All is Well Activation will elevate our consciousness so that we are able to move toward 

surrender and trust and a deeper discernment ability of our inner guidance. As we work with 

the energy it will allow us to have more fulfilling, meaningful and richer lives. Enlightenment 

and ascension will gain momentum because we will rise above limitations that we have 

come to believe as our reality. Energies that are not positive, loving, or healing for our body, 

mind or spirit will be removed so that our light shines.  The energy of this activation is loving, 

gentle and healing, carrying the spirit of unconditional love so that our soul rests in constant 

peace. We will be able to know, invoke and become peace for All truly is well in this moment 

and in each moment. 

 Benefits of the All is Well Activation: 

 Ability to dictate the reality one lives in. 

 Provides gateway energy for enlightenment and spiritual awakening. 

 Eliminates tendency to partake in negative thinking habits and patterns. 

 Experience mastery of the mind. 

 Strengthens the ability to concentrate. 

 Improves the ability to handle efficiently the daily affairs of life. 

 Increased manifestation Skills 

 Enjoy life more fully. 

 Enhances ability to manifest desires. 

 Brings inner strength and inner power. 

 Enhances ability to develop patience, tolerance and tact. 

 Assists in the overcoming and eliminating stresses, fears, anxieties and worries. 

 Brings freedom, peace, relaxation, inner happiness and true and lasting bliss 

 Enhances self-mastery. 

 Brings strength and inner peace during hardships and difficulties. 



 Assists in maintaining inner poise, clear judgment and common sense in every 

situation. 

 Eliminates negative, futile and restless thinking. 

 Improves the ability to meditate. 

 Experience Spiritual contentment.  

Ascended Masters – 13 Attunements 

Although the Ascended Masters are available to everyone, in this system you will be attuned 

to the following 13 Masters so that you can work with their energies much more closely. 

 Buddha 

 Sanat Kumara 

 Jesus 

 Maitreya 

 Kuan Yin 

 Mother Mary 

 Merlin 

 Saint Germain 

 Serapis Bey 

 Holy Padre Pio 

 Master Kuthumi  

 Abundantia 

 

Blue Star 1 and Master 

The Blue Star Celestial Energy System is a natural healing method of truth and light that was 

channelled by Maukan. You must be a Usui Reiki Master to receive this attunement. 

The Blue Star Celestial Energy System or "Os-Mo-Ro-Pup" is a transmission of spiritual 

ability to bridge the gap between God and man. It offers a passage through the Universal 

door allowing the adept to continue the search for knowledge, enlightenment and it’s sharing 

with all sentient beings. Blue Star is both concerned with the immediate benefits like 

protection, health and financial as well as the longer term benefits such as growth, spiritual 

development and evolution.  Blue Star Celestial Energy System helps one to escape the 

prevailing climate of insecurity which promotes the tendency for people to become group 

minded in the mistaken belief that there is security in numbers rather than relying on their 

own intuition and knowledge. It assist one if becoming more secure in one’s own cosmic 

identity and uniqueness. 

The program includes basic and advanced Merkaba and Triangulation training, as well as 

techniques for inter-time travel, and planetary and galactic healing. 

 The manual is an extensive manual that comes in two parts and explains the following: 



 Manual one - Practitioner Level 

 Ancient Origins of Blue Star Celestial Energy System 

 Blue Star Celestial Energy System Symbols and their meanings 

 Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System and sound 

 Distant Healing with Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System 

 Manual two - Master Level 

 The Master Level Symbols of Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System 

 How to manifest using Blue Star Celestial Energy System 

 Blue Star Celestial Energy Healing System and the Chakra & Planets 

 The Blue Star "Os-Mo-Ro-Pup" Celestial Energy of Light and Truth 

 Initiation 

 Blue Star Celestial Initiation 

 Discovering the Divine - The Rite of the Child 

 Ascended Master Reiki Guide Meditation 

 5 Additional Chakras 

Cultivating Compassion Reiki 

This system will help us to cultivate compassion in our daily life and practice compassion so 

that we have the ability to understand the emotional state of being of another person and or 

ourselves. The energy it carries will bring out many other wonderful qualities which are 

manifestations of compassion such as readiness to give comfort, empathy, sympathy, 

concern and caring to others. 

 A great benefit of the Cultivating Compassion Reiki system is that it will help you to be 

happier and bring others around you to be happier as the energy radiates from within you to 

all those whom you come into contact. This system is a tool for achieving happiness. 

 The energy of Cultivating Compassion Reiki will empower us to love all beings and 

comprehend their suffering for if we do not love others then we cannot really have 

compassion for them even when they are in pain. However, when we consider the suffering 

of someone we love compassion naturally comes up from within our spiritual core. 

The energy of this system will remove anything that blocks that innate compassion that we 

have within our inner being for those we love so that we can consider their pain and take 

actions to alleviate their suffering. 

It will help us to understand suffering,   realize that suffering is real and experience genuine 

compassion so that we can develop a feeling of closeness to others combined with a sense 

of responsibility for their welfare. We will develop true compassion wanting happiness and 

not suffering for others. 

 Practicing this system helps us to realize a sense of trust that enables us to open up to 

others and reveal our problems, doubts, fears, and uncertainties so we can communicate 



honestly and openly. We will develop the courage to think of others and to do something for 

them. We will experience the courage to rise above fears of trusting others. 

 Cultivating Compassion Reiki helps us to see the human aspect of others and then take 

time to be sensitive towards them, do things to help them, care for them, and be loving and 

interested in them. As we cultivate compassion we will begin to recognize the needs, 

concerns and weaknesses of others while being tolerant and making allowances. 

 We will be less concerned about getting something back from others and more concerned 

about giving. Cultivating Compassion Reiki inspires us to love our fellows, look out for them, 

and because we want to help them. Selfishness and self-seeking will leave us as the 

selflessness and unconditional qualities of compassion replace them. 

 This System is Particularly Useful When 

 You want to experience enlightenment 

 You are being critical of self or others 

 You have a short fuse with people you love 

 You are impatient or unkind towards others 

 Your goal is to achieve happiness 

 You want to learn how to care for other people 

 When you want to communicate with others openly and honestly about problems, 

fears, anxieties, etc. 

 You want to develop more tolerance of others 

 You are being cynical and distrustful of others 

 You want to gain more control over your emotions 

 And so much more! 

Empath Protection, Clearing & Activation 

This activation and clearing is given to us from Spirit so that empaths can move forward with 

peace, tranquillity, awareness of their body, and remain grounded. It will shield and protect 

from taking on the negative energy of others so that one’s own energy can be managed, 

controlled, turned off when needed and create light energy using the power of the Mind. 

 The Empath Protection and Activation Clearing will enable one to not only manage the 

Empath nature but adapt to it and control it and modify the intensity of the experience. This 

system is guided by simple intention. 

  Anyone can use this system so that one is no longer unconsciously influenced by the 

thoughts, emotions and moods of others. It will clear any negative behaviours that have 

been adopted as a result of negative emotions and sensitivity to others such as addictions to 

alcohol, drugs, sex, etc. 

 This system will allow one to close oneself so that one is not constantly available to process 

other people’s negative feelings and energy. It will bring in the energy of self-love so that one 

can put oneself first and others second so that one is a strong, powerful, clear, clean and 

healthy Empath. 



 The energy of this system will elevate one’s mental outlook. The activation will provide 

protection and defence against the negative emotions and energy of others so that one is no 

longer plagued by overwhelming floods of other people’s energy. 

Energetic Medicine Treatment 

Energetic Medicine Treatment promotes healing on all levels; the physical, emotional, 

mental, and spiritual.  Using this useful energetic system as daily preventative tools can 

bring a high level of health and peak performance.  The body has natural healing abilities 

and energy medicine activates these abilities. 

 The flow of energy can be restored and blocks released by using Energetic Medicine 

Treatment. This allows for the body to come back into balance and restore the harmony. We 

can use energy medicine to treat illness and relieve pain; stimulate immune function; prevent 

or minimize and stop the onset of illness; release stress; relieve headaches and other aches 

and pains, release stress, improve memory, enhance digestion, and raise our vibratory level. 

It’s high vibrational energy by pass the ego and is incredible resources which helpful in 

bringing the body into balance. It is extremely valuable energetic tool and stimulates us to 

use the whole Self for healing. 

 

Eternal Cosmic Christ 

The Eternal Cosmic Christ Empowerment™ attunes you to the heart of the Eternal Cosmic 

Christ so that you can have a closer walk with him. A message from the Eternal Cosmic 

Christ channelled and published in this manual details authenticity, sharing, Divine Birth 

right, self-worth and healing. The Eternal Cosmic Christ’s energy helps give you the courage 

to look within yourself and be honest with yourself about everything. Level 2 provides you 

with Trans-dimensionality Positioning and Ruby Heart Light Empowerments. Trans-

dimensionality Positioning when activates will help you align and balance yourself across 

various dimensions. The beauty of this incredible energy function it will be perfectly 

calibrated for you! 

Eye Care Master 

Eye Care System Includes: 

 Eye Health Enhancement energy function increases eye health. 

 My Sight Restoration restores and increases spiritual sight 

 Visual Distortion Flush drops away visual perceptual distortions 

 Visual Enhancement is to help improve vision in this reality 

 Physical Vision  

 Preservation assists to keep your vision from declining 

You will find Eye Care helps with: 

 Dyslexia 

 Improving your physical vision 

 Scotopic Sensitivity Syndrome 



 Low Vision persons 

 Eye Infections 

 Visual Distortions 

 Temporary blurred vision due to spiritual "downloads" or "upgrades" 

 Finding your spiritual path and living your truth daily 

 Increasing your eye health 

 Preserving the physical vision you do have 

Golden Hands Reiki 

Golden Hands Attunement - The Midas Touch - Abundance, Creativity, Confidence We’ve all 

heard of the expression, The Midas Touch. It comes from King Midas, who was known in 

Greek Mythology for his ability to turn everything he touched into gold. This was called the 

Golden touch, or the Midas touch. Midas, was the King of Phrygia, a region in western Asia 

Minor. This is where the phrase “WHATEVER TOUCH TURNS TO GOLD” came from.   With 

this attunement, you are divinely given “Golden Hands”, so that your Golden Touch can 

create abundance, prosperity, success, creativity, inspiration and ideas in your life.  

Benefits of this attunement: 

 Renewal  

 Remove Writers Block 

 Accomplishing Goals 

 Faith 

 Confidence 

 Abundance 

 Prosperity 

 Success 

 Inspiration 

 Creativity  

 Ideas 

Hands of Jesus  

This attunement connects you to the healing energies of Jesus, to empower the healer 

within you. 

Healing Flush 

Healing Flush Empowerments 1 and 2 (physical) 

 

The Healing Flushes for Physical Problems work to improve physical health, first by clearing 

out negative energies that might be allowing viruses and imbalances to manifest, and 

second by enhancing the energetic system to support improved immune function and health. 



These energies are best used to support healing from minor issues such as a cold or flu. 

They can also be used for more chronic or serious illnesses as boosters, but do not rely on 

these flushes for life-threatening diseases. (And of course, remember that energy healing is 

not to be used to cure illness and energy healers cannot diagnose disease.) 

The flushes also can support the energetic system in crowded environments, much in the 

way herbal immune supplements support the immune system. 

Healing Flush Empowerments 3 and 4 (emotional) 

The Healing Flushes for Emotional Problems are the second group in a series of Healing 

Flushes. While you do not need to have been attuned to Healing Flushes for Physical 

Problems (Empowerments 1 & 2) to use this manual or system, it is recommended for 

optimal benefits. 

The Healing Flushes for Emotional Problems are very simple to use and work via intention. 

Healing Flush Empowerment 3 works to remove emotional blockages. Healing Flush 

Empowerment 4 helps strengthen the emotional body to become more resilient to emotional 

stress and disappointment. These attunements can bring up clearing symptoms in the form 

of emotional release, so you should plan to receive the attunements when you have time to 

process the energies.  

Healing Flush Empowerments 5 and 6 (spiritual) 

The Healing Flushes for Spiritual Integration are the third group in a series of Healing 

Flushes. These spiritual integration energies are the culmination of the healing flushes. The 

entire system (Healing Flushes 1-6) is designed to be an easy way to utilize energy healing 

for optimal health and wholeness. We start at the physical level, then bolster the emotions, 

and finally complete this work with a strong connection to spirit. 

While you do not need to have been attuned to Healing Flush Empowerments 1- 4 to use 

this manual or system, it is recommended for optimal benefits. 

Mastering Destiny Empowerment 

The Mastering Destiny Empowerment is given to us by Spirit so that we can be Masters of 

our own destiny. This empowerment will enable us to be the makers of our own fate so that 

we no longer search for truth outside of ourselves. The energy will sweep over and through 

us removing anything that blocks us from enjoying our life as it is no matter what is going on 

at any given moment. We will experience deep peace as we realize that in truth we 

can create anything that we hold our divine attention upon. Nothing is out of our reach. Once 

the energy is activated we will begin drawing in opportunities, people, and resources to help 

us achieve our life purposes, plans and goals. What we desire in our heart of hearts will 

expand and become our reality as a result of working with this system. Fear and worry 

thoughts will leave us. Tendencies towards visualizing and dwelling on the worst possible 

outcome will be cleared. This will prevent us from bring about what we fear. The energy will 

give us a positive boost so that we become the manifesting magnet we are designed to be. 

Then we are able to attract anything we want into our life. Positive energy will enter bring us 

a good outlook and attitude about the future so that we believe it is possible to create any 

destiny we desire. As a result of the empowerment we will develop unwavering faith in our 

ability to manifest our destiny. We will begin to believe that what we want and or need is 

already manifested, already on its way to us. We will adopt new behaviours that support 



mastering our destiny. The Universe is infinitely abundant and anything we desire is 

possible. The energy of this system will help us to live this truth. 

Quantum Purification Healing 

Quantum Purification Healing is used to purify and detoxify both the spirit and places it is 

about healing on all levels place it around computers and the workplace to reduce stress and 

relieve negative forces. It is very good for the cellular and nervous systems. Quantum 

Purification allows us to let go of everything. We can forget about all the worries and enjoy 

the surroundings. It helps one get out of ruts. Quantum Purification Healing is also a good 

physical energy healer, protecting one from infection by purifying the body, cleansing the 

spirit and eliminating almost any virus or bacteria.  Quantum Purification Healing is effective 

for auric cleansing and reaching a deeper state of meditation. Use these beautiful 

energetically to heal what hurts within your own life and home as well as your office or 

business. It can seal the rips and tears in your energy field, caused by past/present/future 

traumas.  

Stop Smoking Empowerment 

Do you really want to quit smoking?   Do you really want to quit once and for all? This is 

system will work for you if you have made the decision to stop smoking.  It is only when you 

make that decision that anything will work for you. Stop Smoking Forever will work if you 

work it.  It will take up to 30 days and will bring a calmness and sense of empowerment to 

you once the decision is made and you begin to work with its energies.   

Smoking is 80 percent mental and 20 percent physical. Reiki is an intelligent energy; 

therefore, it will go to the right places.    If you have worked with Reiki before you know this 

to be true, which is why this system has a pre-requisite of prior Reiki Level Two.  

Stop Smoking Forever is designed to assist with the withdrawal symptoms once you have 

stopped your smoking habit.   These energies will also help with the trigger points such as 

wanting a cigarette/cigar/pipe after a meal or reaching for a cigarette after a stressful 

situation. Not only does this energy assist you with the stop smoking process but it can be 

used as a preventative measure and a protection measure for emergencies.  

FREE ATTUNEMENTS:  

Buddha’s Healing Hands  

Buddha’s Perfect Blue Light 

DNA Healing 

Great Spirit Star Mother 

Higher Self 

Higher Universal Healing 

Serenity Energy Flush 

Sleeping Beauty Chamber 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


